
Physics 775 – Problem Set 4

(Due: 1100, 09/20/2018)

1. Consider an engine with N particles of an ideal gas. Work is done on the gas by means
of changes in volume, so that dW = −PdV. For each of the following processes, compute
(i.) the work done on the gas, (ii.) the integral

∫ dQ
T , and (iii.) the change in the entropy

of the gas:

(a) Isothermal expansion at fixed temperature T between volumes VI and VI I .

(b) Isobaric (constant pressure) expansion at fixed pressure P between volumes VI and
VI I .

(c) Isochoric (constant volume) process at fixed volume V between pressures PI and
PI I .

(d) Adiabatic expansion between from a volume VI to a volume VI I , given that the
initial pressure is PI .

2. In the previous problem, which of the four processes saturates the inequality∫ B

A

dQ
T

≤ S(B)− S(A) (1)

?

Now consider a cycle composed of four steps, starting at a temperature TI and volume
VI . (i.) isothermal expansion to volume VI I , (ii.) isobaric expansion to a volume VI I I , (iii.)
adiabatic compression back to VI , and (iv.) an isochoric process back to temperature TI .
Compute

∮ dQ
T , the heat imparted to the engine, and the work done on the engine.

3. Suppose that you have S(E, V, N) = k ln Ω for some system. Derive general formulae
for the pressure P and chemical potential µ in terms of the derivatives of S. Evaluate
these expressions for the entropy of an ideal gas, which at large N is given by
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